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PMOD Workflow for Dosimetry Pre-processing 

The estimation of the internal radiation dose in nuclear medicine is a common requirement for the 

characterization of novel radiotracers. The total number of disintegrations (cumulated activity, or 

“residence time” in OLINDA/EXM) in the organs during the presence of the radionuclide in the 

body is required. PMOD supports a tailored workflow of preprocessing steps to arrive at reliable 

dosimetry input data from a set of sequential image acquisitions, using the base tool PBAS and 

the kinetic modeling tool PKIN. 

Data Preparation in PBAS 

The images of multiple studies may be separated by hours or even days depending on the half-

life of the isotope in question. The first task is to combine those images into a consistent dynamic 

series. A crucial element during data merging is the proper handling of decay correction for 

independently acquired series. PMOD’s Merge tool can derive the series timing directly from the 

image headers and offers decay correction at the individual image and dynamic series levels. 

Organ Outlining in PBAS 

As a next step organ outlines (VOIs) need to be defined. PMOD offers 

various flexible approaches to overcome the challenges of this task. 

Organs with clear uptake can be addressed via iso-contouring. Others 

may require manual or semi-automatic outlining, or recourse to a matched 

anatomical data set. Thanks to the 4D-capabilites of PMOD VOIs, organ 

position and even shape changes between sequential 

acquisitions can be precisely tracked. Finally, using a 

drop-down list, each VOI can easily be assigned to an 

organ with properties corresponding to a particular 

dosimetry phantom anatomy. 
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Cumulated Activity Calculation in PKIN 

The radioactivity in each organ VOI is then averaged and transferred to PKIN, PMOD’s kinetic 

modeling tool, as a time-activity curve (TAC). The TACs may feature time shifts to account for 

acquisitions with multiple bed positions. Before the actual number of disintegrations in the organs 

can be estimated, decay correction – if applied – has to be undone, and activity concentration 

data needs to be converted into total organ uptake. PMOD’s workflow, including predefined VOI 

properties for dosimetry phantom organs, allows this process to be automated. Several 

integration approaches can be applied to the count rate curves generated: Discrete rectangular 

or trapezoidal integration followed by isotope decay, fitting of the declining part of the data with 

exponentials and algebraic integration, or a combination of both. 

 

Compatibility with OLINDA/EXM and IDAC 

Using a dedicated facility in PKIN, the resulting cumulated activities may be directly exported into 

an OLINDA/EXM case file or and IDAC2.1 .idac file. The corresponding dose calculation tools 

can then be started, the data retrieved, and 

the doses readily calculated. 

 


